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ABSTRACT
The control of product shape and dimensions creates some problems in hot ring rolling. In the rolling process, material flows both circumferentially and axially, which leads to increased ring height. Changes in shape and dimensions of ring cross section depend on several process parameters, which makes it difficult to predict ring diameter. This paper presents the results of a study investigating the hot radial rolling process for C45 steel rings in terms of the effect of main roll feed speed on product geometry. It was found that the application of a higher feed speed of the main roll and thus of a greater ratio between this speed and circumferential speed of the main roll led to increased axial material flow and reduced cross-sectional defect known as “fishtail”. Machining losses generated due to cross-sectional defects were also determined. Results were used to determine the feed speed to circumferential speed ratio ensuring the lowest possible cross-sectional defect and material consumption.
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INTRODUCTION
Hot ring rolled products are widely used in numerous structures, from small bearings to large parts used in automotive, railway, power or chemical industries. These rings are characterised by a high diameter to cross section ratio. Other forming techniques for similar parts [1–3] are not as effective as the rolling of ring-shaped semi-finished products with the use of specially designed rolling mills.

There are two main ring rolling processes: radial ring rolling (Fig. 1a) and radial-axial ring rolling (Fig. 1b). In the radial ring rolling process, the cross section of a workpiece is reduced in the radial direction. A ring 3 is put on a mandrel 2. The cross section of the ring is reduced by feed speed of a main roll 1 moving with a speed $V_1$. The main roll is also rotated with a speed $n_1$, which makes the ring and mandrel rotate continuously about their axes. Rolling mills are usually equipped with calibrating rolls 4 for workpiece support and calibration.

The radial-axial ring rolling process (Fig. 1b) is performed with the use of additional conical rolls 5 to ensure the required ring height by constraining axial flow of material (along the Z axis). The cross section obtained in this process is rectangular with its width being equal to the distance between the active surfaces of the main roll and mandrel, while its height is equal to the distance between the active surfaces of the conical rolls.

In radial ring rolling, it is more difficult to control the shape and dimensions of rolled rings (Fig. 1a). In this process the material flows both circumferentially, which causes increase in ring diameter, and axially, which causes increase in workpiece height. The only parameter under control in this process is the final width of the cross section, which is equal to the final distance between the active surfaces of the main roll and the mandrel. The axial flow of material is uncontrolled and depends on material properties and process parameters. Due to no constraints on axial flow of material, the cross section of the rolled ring is not rectangular. Metal flow is usually rapid.
in the vicinity of the tools (main roll and mandrel), which leads to the formation of an hourglass-like shape of the cross section. This shape is considered to be a defect. In the literature of the subject the defect is known as "fishtail" and it is described by a coefficient measured as a ratio of the difference between maximum and minimum heights of the cross section to the initial height of the ring blank [4–8].

Rolling tests have shown that rotational and linear speeds of the main roll have significant impact on the shape and dimensions of the cross section of the workpiece in the radial ring rolling process. The literature review has shown that there exist studies investigating the effect of velocity parameters on different aspects of rolling processes. The majority of the studies are devoted to the radial-axial ring rolling process.

Uchibori et al. [9] investigated the circumferential speed of a steel ring during hot ring rolling. They examined a radial-axial ring rolling process for a steel ring with a rectangular section. The process was conducted using different feed speeds of the mandrel. It was found that reduced ring width per revolution led to increased ring height in the circumferential direction, which could cause increase in product ovality. That observation was explained by the fact that decreased ring width led to increased ring height. It was also observed that the circumferential speed of the workpiece was similar to that of the main roll; however, the speed would decrease with a progress of the rolling process. In addition to that, it was observed that at the beginning of the rolling process the rotational speed of the ring was slightly faster than the circumferential speed of the main roll; after that, the speed would gradually decrease and then toward the end of the rolling process – it was lower than the circumferential speed of the main roll. Toward the end of the rolling process, ring slipping relative to the main roll decreased with increase in the ratio between mandrel feed speed and rotational speed of the main roll. The ratio also affected ring ovality, as increase in the ratio led to increase in ring ovality. The authors proposed using a relatively low ratio value in order to meet dimensional tolerance requirements.

Allegri et al. [10] investigated the effects of rotational speed of the main roll in the radial-axial ring rolling process. The FEM results demonstrated that a constant rotational speed of the main roll caused the rotational speed of the ring to decrease. Such kinematics of the process led to the formation of a cross shape defect known as "fishtail", as well as to great height and width deviations in produced rings. The authors proposed a new approach based on maintaining constant angular velocity of the workpiece via continuous change in rotational speed of the main roll. Such kinematic conditions can help reduce the above-mentioned cross section defect of the rolled ring.

Yan et al. [11] investigated the effects of feed speeds (\(V_f\) or \(V_v\), Fig. 1) in cold ring rolling. Using MATLAB, they developed a mathematical model describing the relationship between increase rate in ring outside diameter and feed speed of

\[\text{Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the ring rolling process: (a) radial ring rolling, (b) radial-axial ring rolling; 1 – main roll, 2 – mandrel, 3 – ring, 4 – conical rolls, 5 – calibrating rolls}\]
the mandrel. Also, the maximum and minimum values of the above velocities were determined in terms of process stability. The developed mathematical model was verified via stand testing. It was found that constant tool feed speed did not lead to the required dimensional tolerance of products. The mandrel feed speed $V_f$ was calculated based on the required increase rate for outside diameter of the ring. With such assumption it was possible to obtain products within dimensional tolerance. The authors found that the relationship between ring outside diameter increase and feed speed was non-linear. To ensure uniform and stable ring increase, the outside diameter increase rate had to be maintained constant, while the feed speed had to be reduced with decrease in ring thickness.

Giorleo et al. [7] investigated the effects of ring rolling process parameters, including mandrel feed speed and main roll rotational speed, on the cross section shape and the formation of a defect known as "fishtail". A FEM analysis was performed using DEFORM. They investigated the radial-axial ring rolling process; however, they observed that the conical rolls reduce the fishtail defect, therefore these rolls were not included in the numerical model. These authors also investigated the effects of a ratio of mandrel feed speed to main roll rotational speed on the formation of the above-mentioned defect. They employed optimisation techniques in order to determine process conditions ensuring minimal cross sectional defects, reduced rolling time and force parameters.

Kyung-Hun and Byung-Min in [12] found that, among others, higher ring diameter increase rate led to greater material strain uniformity in radial-axial ring rolling, and thus to smaller cross sectional defects. It was demonstrated that the "fishtail" coefficient decreased with increase in ring outside diameter increase rate. The study was conducted via numerical simulation of AISI 1035 steel ring rolling. The numerical results were then compared with experimental findings, which showed satisfactory agreement between them.

Lin and Zhi [13] used a numerical model to determine, among others, minimum and maximum feed speeds of the mandrel, as well as tool penetration depth during a single revolution of the ring ensuring stability of the rolling process. Based on the numerical analysis, they also determined maximum tool dimensions and maximum ring thickness.

Gontarz and Surdacki in [14] investigated the problem of slipping in radial ring rolling. Based on analysis of ring cross section reduction, they found that it was possible to predict slipping. The occurrence of this undesired phenomenon depended on the ratio of circumferential speed to feed speed of the main roll. Experimental results showed that ring thickness reduction and slipping probability increased with increase in the ratio of feed speed to circumferential speed of the main roll.

Yang et al. [6] investigated a cold ring rolling process, finding that rolled ring quality was significantly affected by velocity parameters of the forming process. The key forming parameters were rotational speed of the main roll and feed speed of the mandrel. The radial-axial ring rolling process was 3D simulated using ABAQUS. The following were analysed: fishtail coefficient, cross section defect, rolling force, and torque on the main roll. The results demonstrated that increase in rotational speed of the main roll led to increase in cross-sectional defect, whereas increase in feed speed of the mandrel led to the formation of a more rectangular cross section (smaller fishtail defect).

Liang-gang Guo and He Yang [8] investigated the effect of main roll and mandrel diameters in a cold ring rolling for aluminium alloy rings. The study involved performing FEM simulations in ABAQUS. It was found that changes in tool diameters lead to changes in shape and size of deformation zone in the roll gap. That had a significant impact on metal flow and ring quality. The results showed that increasing main roll diameter up to a certain value led to increased cross-sectional defect, with a reverse trend observed after exceeding the maximum value. On the other hand, increased mandrel diameter led to reduced cross-sectional defect; after exceeding the minimum value, further increase in mandrel diameter led to increased cross-sectional defect.

Similar studies were conducted by Anjami and Basti [15], who investigated the effect of tool diameter on selected aspects of the hot ring rolling process. A theoretical analysis was conducted using ABAQUS. FEM numerical simulations helped determine the effect of rolling tool diameters on the distribution of strain, temperature and stress, as well as on cross section defects. The results showed that there existed the optimal diameter of the mandrel and main roll which ensured the required distributions of stress and ring temperature, as well as the desired values of fishtail coefficient and force parameters.
Luo et al. [16] investigated the effect of rotational speed of the main roll in the hot radial-axial ring rolling process for AZ31 alloy rings. The study was performed by numerical modelling. The results demonstrated that increased rotational speed of the main roll led to less uniform strain distribution in the rolled ring, while the temperature distribution became more uniform. These authors also analysed the fishtail coefficient, finding that this parameter initially decreased with increased rotational speed of the main roll, but then – after reaching the minimum value – it began to increase. This observation differs from other results, e.g. those reported in [6].

The literature review shows that tool speed parameters have a considerable effect on the ring rolling process, particularly on ring geometry. The primary failure mode is the so-called "fishtail", which is a cross-sectional defect. Only one cross-sectional dimension can be controlled in radial ring rolling, i.e. the width, which is the distance between the active surfaces of the main roll and mandrel, measured after stopping linear tool motion. As for the other cross-sectional dimension, i.e. height, this dimension is not controlled and metal flow is unconstrained, in contrast to the radial-axial ring rolling process wherein conical rolls are used to that end. The lack of control over cavity height means that it is impossible to control ring cross-sectional area and, thus, final product diameter. Consequently, compared to other process, the radial ring rolling process is conducted with relatively considerable material allowance in order to ensure that finished product diameter comply with that of a rolled forging [17]. Therefore, the design of an effective ring rolling process requires knowing the relationship between process parameters and rolled ring dimensions. Results of previous studies on this problem are not comprehensive due to several reasons:

- most of them were obtained from numerical simulations [18–23] or were verified via single experiments [9, 11, 12],
- the accuracy of numerical modelling of ring rolling process is lower than that for other standard forming processes [23], due to the small area and the continuous change of contact between the material and the tools in the rolling process,
- the effect of velocity parameters on ring geometry is ambiguous due to the differences in obtained results, e.g. [6] and [16]. Some researchers [6] claim that when the rotational speed (n) of the main roll decreases, the fishtail coefficient increases. Others [16] believe with increasing n, the ring fishtail ratio first decreases and then increases,
- there is lack of studies on the relationship between process effectiveness and cross section defects.

In light of the above, it was found justified to investigate the radial ring rolling process in order to:

- determine the relationship between linear feed rate of the main roll and ring geometry quality based on, among others, full experimental tests (literature review shows lack thereof),
- determine the modelling accuracy of specialist FEM-based simulation programs, i.e. Deform 2D/3D Ver. 11, Simufact.Forming 2021 and Forge NxT. 1.1,
- determine the effect of velocity parameters on radial ring rolling efficiency measured as a material consumption index.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

The research was conducted via experimental and theoretical method. Tests were conducted using the C45 (1.0503) grade steel billets with the chemical composition presented in Table 1. In the experiments a commercial rolling mill D51Y-160E was used (Fig. 2a). The beginning of the process with a hot billet put in the rolling gap is shown in Figure 2b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Chemical composition of C45 (1.0503) grade steel [% wt]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.42–0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After stopping linear motion of the main roll ($V_f=0$), rotational motion of the main roll is continued to ensure the ring is calibrated over its circumference.

Given previous results [7], which demonstrate that the ring rolling process is significantly affected by the relationship between linear feed and circumferential speed of the main roll, a speed ratio $k$ is introduced, defined as:

$$k = \frac{V_f}{V_c}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where:  $V_f$ – feed speed of the main roll in mm/s,  $V_c$ – circumferential velocity of the main roll in mm/s,  $V_c = \frac{Dn}{60}$,  $n$ – rotational speed of the main roll in rpm,  $D$ – diameter of the main roll in mm.

Table 2 gives the velocity parameters used in the experiments. Ring-shaped billets had the following dimensions: outside diameter $D_o=102.5$ mm, inside diameter $d_o=50$ mm, width $W_o=18$ mm. Before rolling, the samples were heated in an electric resistance furnace to 1100°C for $t=20$ min. Next, the billets were rolled with the required speeds until the cross-sectional width (the distance between the active surfaces of the main roll and mandrel) was $W_f=13$ mm. Tools with flat active surfaces used in the rolling process are schematically presented in Figs. 3a and 3b. In the tests, rotational speed and feed speed of the main roll, as well as the dimensions of the rolled ring were measured. Additionally, the samples were weighed after the rolling process in order to determine material volume losses due to sizing. The losses were calculated to be 2%.

All the experiments were also verified via numerical analyses, with the dimensional, speed and temperature conditions maintained the same. As mentioned above, previous research conducted by the authors [24] indicated that commercial programmes for analysing metal forming processes had numerous limitations leading to reduced accuracy of results. For comparative purposes, three specialist FEM-based simulation programs were used: Deform 2D/3D Ver. 11.0. Simufact.Forming 2021 and Forge NxT 1.1. The friction phenomenon is described in the shear friction model, in which the friction factor is $m = 0.75$. A comparative criterion was taken as the agreement between numerical and experimental dimensions of the rolled ring. This criterion was described by a function expressing the relative percentage difference between experimental and numerical ring dimensions:

$$\Phi_{MES} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{l_i^{MES} - l_i^{exp}}{l_i^{exp}} \right| \cdot 100\%,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
The following dimensions $L_{MES}$ and $L_{exp}$ were analysed: outside diameter $D_f$, inside diameter $d_f$, minimum cross section height $H_{min}$, maximum cross section height $H_{max}$ (Fig. 4). Therefore, the number $n$ was set to 4.

The best simulation tool for a given case was that which ensured the lowest value of function (2).

Each of the simulations programs used had a specialist module for ring rolling simulation. In every case, the model of C45 (1.0503) grade steel was obtained from the material database library of the program used.

Other parameters used in the simulation are given in Table 3.

Numerical results were compared with the results of experimental testing with respect to certain aspects of the ring rolling process.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Process parameters used in the numerical simulation}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Parameter & Value \\
\hline
Diameter of the main roll [$D_{mr}$] & 380 mm \\
Mandrel diameter [$D_m$] & 40 mm \\
Rotational speed of the main roll [$n_1$] & 60 rpm \\
Feed speed of the main roll [$V_1$] & 5 mm/s ÷ 40 mm/s \\
Billet temperature & 1100 °C \\
Tool temperature & 150 °C \\
Temperature of the environment & 20 °C \\
Heat transfer to the tools & 10000 W m$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$ \\
Heat transfer to the environment & 10 W m$^{-2}$K$^{-1}$ \\
Friction factor & 0.75 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Fig. 3. Schematic (a) and real view (b) of the radial ring rolling process

where: $L_{MES}$ – the numerical dimension under analysis,
$L_{exp}$ – the experimental dimension under analysis,
i – the index,
n – the number of dimensions under analysis.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

FEM analysis accuracy estimation

The accuracy of FEM results was assessed with the use of three specialist simulation programmes. The ring rolling process under analysis was performed with a rotational speed of \( n_1 = 60 \) rev/min and a feed speed of \( V_1 = 5 \) mm/s. In the experiments, such velocity parameters led to a visible fishtail effect, which was considered favourable in terms of calculational accuracy. Ring shape obtained in the numerical simulations is shown in Figure 5. For all simulated cases, the numerical calculations proceeded in a stable manner, no numerical errors occurred to disrupt operation of the program. The rings are round in shape and have a distinctive hourglass-shaped cross section („fishtail“) over their circumference. This shape agrees with the experimental one.

Table 4 gives the numerical and experimental ring dimensions and the values of function (2). A comparison of the numerical and experimental data demonstrates that for all cases, the numerical minimum height \( H_{\text{min}} \) and maximum height \( H_{\text{max}} \) are higher than the experimental ones. This means that, in the numerical simulation, there is rapid axial flow of material, which leads to increased ring height. Circumferential metal flow is constrained, and thus the numerical ring diameter is smaller than the real one. A comparison of the values of function (2) has revealed that the lowest average relative deviation of the theoretical dimensions from the experimental ones was obtained with Simufact.Forming 2021. This simulation software was therefore used for further theoretical analyses. Regarding function (2) which equals \( \Phi_{\text{MES}} = 7.45\% \), it should be noted that the value is relatively high. For that reason, it was decided that FEM analysis would be employed to establish qualitative relationships, i.e. to establish trends in the relationships between process parameters, whereas quantitative relationships would be determined via experimental testing.

**Table 4. Comparison of experimental and numerical ring dimensions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( D_f ) [mm]</th>
<th>( D_r ) [mm]</th>
<th>( H_{\text{min}} ) [mm]</th>
<th>( H_{\text{max}} ) [mm]</th>
<th>( \Phi_{\text{MES}} ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment</strong></td>
<td>147.5</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>20.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simufact. Forming 2021</td>
<td>141.00</td>
<td>115.00</td>
<td>20.20</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forge NxT 1.1</td>
<td>137.10</td>
<td>111.10</td>
<td>20.50</td>
<td>23.70</td>
<td>9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deform 2D/3D Ver. 11</td>
<td>127.80</td>
<td>101.80</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>27.60</td>
<td>20.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between main roll feed speed and ring geometry

The effect of feed speed on ring geometry was investigated numerically using Simufact.Forming 2021 and tested experimentally. Figs. 6 and 7 show the experimental and numerical cross sections of rings obtained using different values of the feed speed \( V_1 \). The numerical and experimental results agree in terms of cross section shape. It can be observed that increase in \( V_1 \) causes reduction in cross-sectional shape non-uniformity, i.e. the higher the feed speed \( V_1 \) is, the more rectangular the cross section shape becomes.

Figure 7 shows the strain distribution in the section of the rings rolled with the feed speed ranging 5–35 mm/rev. It can be observed that the highest strain values are located near the material–tool contact surface, both from the side of the main roll and the mandrel. Increased local material flow results in increased height of the ring cross section in the contact areas compared to the height

![Fig. 5. Numerical results of the ring rolling process conducted with \( n_1 = 60 \) rev/min and \( V_1 = 5 \) mm/s, as simulated by: (a) Deform 2D/3D Ver. 11.0, (b) Simufact.Forming 2021, (c) Forge NxT 1.1. and obtained in experiment (d)](image-url)
in the centre of the cross section width. The strain distribution in the cross-section is more uniform for the feed speed $V_1 = 35 \text{ mm/s}$, which results in reduced cross-sectional defects.

In light of the above relationships, it can be stated that the application of the highest tested feed speed and speed ratio is favourable. It is, however, to be stressed that the speed ratio may not exceed the limit value. Should the speed ratio exceed the limit value, slipping may occur and, as a result, a defective product will be obtained. For the analysed rolling process, the use of $V_1 = 40 \text{ mm/s}$ led to the occurrence of slipping and – as a result – to the formation of a product defect shown in Figure 8. It can, therefore, be claimed that for the analysed process, $V_1 = 35 \text{ mm/s}$ is the limit value which ensures that the process will proceed in a stable manner. It would be more adequate to relate the boundary conditions to the speed ratio $k$ defined by Equation (1), because it also considers the rotational speed $n_1$ and the diameter $D$ of the main roll. It can hence be stated that, for the analysed case, the limit speed ratio is $k_{\text{limit}} = 0.0293$.

For quantitative assessment of the rolled part shape and dimensions, the following coefficients were defined.

During the rolling process, the material flows circumferentially and axially. Circumferential flow causes the diameter of the rolled product to increase, whereas axial flow causes the height of the section of the ring to increase (Fig. 4). The change to the height may be described using the

---

**Fig. 6.** Shape of the cross-section of the ring manufactured from billets with an initial width of $W_0 = 18 \text{ mm}$ using the following feed speeds: (a) $5 \text{ mm/rev}$, (b) $10 \text{ mm/rev}$, (c) $15 \text{ mm/rev}$, (d) $20 \text{ mm/rev}$ (e) $25 \text{ mm/rev}$, (f) $30 \text{ mm/rev}$, (g) $35 \text{ mm/rev}$; the arrows indicate the fishtail defect

**Fig. 7.** Shape of the cross section and strain distribution obtained in the numerical simulation performed using billets with an initial width of $W_0 = 18 \text{ mm}$ and a feed speed of: (a) $5 \text{ mm/rev}$, (b) $10 \text{ mm/rev}$, (c) $15 \text{ mm/rev}$, (d) $20 \text{ mm/rev}$, (e) $25 \text{ mm/rev}$, (f) $30 \text{ mm/rev}$, (g) $35 \text{ mm/rev}$

**Fig. 8.** Ring with a defect, as formed in the rolling process conducted with a feed speed of $40 \text{ mm/rev}$
coefficient called as widening, described by the following dependence:

\[
\alpha = \frac{H_{fa} - H_0}{H_0} \times 100\%,
\]

where: \(H_0\) – the initial height of the billet in mm, \(H_{fa}\) – the average height of the cross section after rolling in mm.

The widening coefficient is also applied for analysis of other rolling processes. Its value shows the tendency of material to axial flow during rolling. The higher the value of the widening coefficient \(\alpha\) is, the more material volume is likely to flow axially and, as a result, a ring with a smaller diameter is obtained. Due to the fact that the height of the cross section is not constant (non-rectangular cross section), the average height was applied, expressed as:

\[
H_{fa} = \frac{4V_f}{\pi(D_f^2 - d_f^2)}
\]

where: \(V_f\) – the volume of the ring after rolling in mm³, \(D_f\) – the outside diameter of the ring after rolling in mm, \(d_f\) – the inside diameter of the ring after rolling in mm.

For quantitative assessment of the cross section defect, the fishtail coefficient was used. The coefficient was modified by relating the difference between maximum and minimum cross-sectional heights not to the initial height but to the mean cross-sectional height defined in Equation (4). It was decided that such measure would be more objective than the one proposed in the literature [6–8], which describes a rolling case with a rectangular cross section (no fishtail defect).

The afore-mentioned coefficient can be defined by the following dependence:

\[
\beta = \frac{H_{fmax} - H_{fmin}}{H_{fa}} \times 100\%,
\]

where: \(H_{fmax}\) – the maximum height of the cross section in mm, \(H_{fmin}\) – the minimum height of the cross section in mm, \(H_{fa}\) – the average height of the cross section in mm.

For the case when the final cross section is rectangular, the \(\beta\) coefficient is equal to 0. The greater its value is, the more significant the cross-sectional defect becomes (the so-called fishtail defect is visible).

Figure 9 shows the relationships between the coefficients \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) and the feed speed \(V_f\) and speed ratio \(k\). Regarding the \(\alpha\) coefficient, the dependence is linearly increasing, i.e. the higher the feed speed \(V_f\) and the speed ratio \(k\) are, the greater the \(\alpha\) widening value becomes. That means that with higher ratio of feed speed to circumferential speed (rotational speed) of the main roll, the axial flow of material is increased, while the circumferential metal flow is reduced. As a result, with increasing the speed ratio \(k\), the inside and outside diameters of produced rings are decreased.

As for the coefficient \(\beta\), its value exponentially decreases with increasing the feed speed \(V_f\) and the speed ratio \(k\). It can therefore be stated that the greater the cross-sectional widening \(\alpha\) is, the smaller the coefficient \(\beta\) becomes, and hence the fishtail defect is reduced. This can be observed in Figs. 6 and 7 showing the cross-sections of obtained rings. The rings were manufactured with

![Fig. 9. Coefficients \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) as a function of main roll feed speed \(V_f\) and speed ratio \(k\) – experimental results](image-url)
different values of $V_i$ and $k$. The greater the values of $V_i$ and $k$ are, the more rectangular the shape of the cross-section becomes. It is worth noting that after the speed ratio has exceeded the value of $k>0.017$, the coefficient $\beta$ is low and below 2%. Consequently, it can be concluded that – due to cross-sectional defects – the analysed ring rolling process should be conducted with the velocity parameters for which $k>0.017$.

**Material consumption of the rolling process**

The minimum height of the formed section, $H_{\text{finish}}$, is of great significance for process effectiveness assessment. This dimension has impact on the obtainable height of the final product with a rectangular section after machining. The smaller the $H_{\text{finish}}$ value is, the more material must be removed via machining. To assess material losses, a coefficient expressed by the following relationship was applied:

$$\delta = \frac{V_f}{V_0} \times 100\%,$$

(6)

where: $V_0$ – the initial volume of the billet in mm$^3$, $V_f$ – the volume of material loss in machining in mm$^3$, which can be calculated from the following dependence:

$$V_f = V_i - \pi \left( (d_i^2-d_j^2) \cdot H_{\text{min}} \right) \frac{3}{4}$$

(7)

The coefficient $\delta$ describes the percentage of material loss due to cross-sectional defects (fish-tail defect). The higher the $\delta$ coefficient value is, the less effective the process becomes, that is – the greater the material volume loss in machining.

Figure 10 illustrates the influence of feed speed $V_f$ and speed ratio $k$ on the coefficient $\delta$ (Equation (6)) describing material loss in machining due to cross-sectional defects. It can be observed that the higher the values of feed speed $V_f$ and speed ratio $k$ are, the less considerable the material volume loss becomes. For the tested feed velocities, the coefficient $\delta$ ranges from 9.5% for $V_f = 5$ mm/s and $k = 0.0042$ to 0.1% for $V_f = 35$ mm/s and $k = 0.0293$. It can be observed that for the feed speed $V_f$ above 20 mm/s (speed ratio $k$ is greater than 0.0168), the material loss does not exceed 1%. That means that these values should be applied in order to reduce material loss. As for the remaining range of velocity parameters, material losses are relatively significant, considering the fact that rings are often manufactured in large series. The above phenomenon is also connected with the coefficient $\beta$; specifically, the more deformed the cross-section is (greater value of $\beta$), the more material must be removed via machining in order to obtain a ring with a rectangular section.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The results of the study on the hot radial ring rolling process for C45 (1.0503) grade steel rings lead to the following conclusions:

1. A comparison of the numerical results (obtained with the use of three different commercial simulation programs) and experimental findings has shown that they agree in terms of quality (similar ring shapes) but there is poor quantitative agreement between them. The numerical
results demonstrate that – irrespective of the simulation software applied – axial metal flow is increased and circumferential metal flow is lower than those obtained in the experiments. For the analysed case, the best results were obtained with Simufact.Forming 2021. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that experimental testing is the basic research method for investigating radial ring rolling processes.

2. Velocity parameters have a significant influence on the dimensions and shape of ring cross section and – as a result – on the outside and inside diameter of rolled rings. The knowledge of these relationships is essential when designing a rolling process for rings with specified dimensions. Moreover, it reduces the need for applying the trial and error method when launching the production of new elements.

3. With increasing speed ratio (feed speed to circumferential velocity ratio), the cross sectional widening of the rolled ring increases too, i.e. axial flow of material is increased while circumferential flow of material is reduced. For higher speed ratio values, the produced rings have smaller diameters.

4. The greater the speed ratio is, the smaller the cross-sectional defects and the smaller the fish-tail defect become. As a result, if a rectangular cross section is required, the material loss for machining allowance due to cross-sectional defects is lower too.

5. It recommended that rolling processes similar to that described in this paper should be conducted with a speed ratio of k>0.017. In effect, the cross section will be almost rectangular and hence material loss due to cross-sectional defects will be below 1%. When calculating rolled ring diameter, one should consider ring height increase ranging from 14.5 to 17.0 %.
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